ATTENTION:

ALL STUDENTS WHO JOINED UTAR IN MAY 2016 INTAKE

STUDENT VERIFICATION EXERCISE

This is to inform you that the University is conducting a verification exercise for new student database from 22nd May 2016 to 30th June 2016. Under this exercise, verification of particulars of each new student will be carried out through the STUDENT INTRANET.

You are reminded that verification of your personal particulars can only be attempted ONCE. Students are required to check, verify and, where there is an error in your personal particulars, make the necessary amendment in the TEXT-BOX provided. Please click on the “SUBMIT” button after verifying your personal particulars.

If you do not have any amendment to make on your personal particulars, you are also required to click on the “SUBMIT” button.

Any request to change the students’ data after the stipulated deadline will not be entertained except for the HOME and CORRESPONDENCE/TEMPORARY addresses.

Students are to note that the accuracy of your personal particulars as indicated in the on-line student data verification is IMPORTANT as these particulars will serve as our permanent student record which will be used for all University official matters and documents including your examination results, transcript and University Certificate.